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A B S T R A C T

In the United States, human forensic evidence collected from crime scenes is usually comingled with

biomaterial of canine and feline origins. Knowledge of the concentration of nuclear DNA extracted from a

crime scene biological sample and the species from which the sample originated is essential for DNA

profiling. The ability to accurately detect and quantify target DNA in mixed-species samples is crucial

when target DNA may be overwhelmed by non-target DNA.

We have designed and evaluated a species-specific (human, dog and cat) nuclear DNA identification

assay based on the TaqMan1 quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) technology that can simultaneously

detect and measure minute quantities of DNA specific to either humans, dogs and/or cats. The

fluorogenic triplex assay employs primers and hydrolysis probes that target the human TH01 locus as

well as the dog and cat Melanocortin 1 Receptor (MC1R) sequences in a species-specific manner. We also

demonstrate that the assay is a highly sensitive, reliable and robust method for identifying and

quantifying mixed-species templates of human–dog–cat origin with as little as 0.4 pg of human and cat

nuclear DNA, respectively, and 4.0 pg of dog nuclear DNA.

Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Human forensic evidence collected from crime scenes is
frequently mixed with dog and cat biological material [1,2]. In
the United States (US), 55% of households own at least one dog (68
million dogs in the US) and/or one cat (73 million cats in the US
[APPMA 07-08A Survey]). Not surprisingly, this makes the
exchange of pet biological evidence between a crime suspect
and victim at the scene of the crime very likely. Due to the vast
amounts of biomaterial from dogs and cats, D’Andrea et al. showed
that this material in households is easily transferred and is very
persistent [3]. Therefore, an intruder cannot exit a house where
there is a pet dog or cat without coming in contact with and
carrying a sample of the animal’s biomaterial away with him [3].

Given the high probability of discovering comingled human,
dog and cat forensic samples, it is important to know the species of
origin of the sample before attempting downstream nuclear DNA
analyses, including short tandem repeat (STR) profiling. The ability
to accurately detect and quantify target DNA in mixed-species
samples is crucial when target templates could be overwhelmed by
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non-target DNA. The use of a reliable species-determining test to
robustly ascertain if the probative sample is of human, canine and/
or feline origin will help analysts determine a priori the DNA typing
tests to be used in a case. Besides aiding the analysts in minimizing
the consumption of limited DNA, an accurate species-specific DNA
quantification method will also facilitate cost-efficient analyses as
analysts can now adjust the amount of reagents used according to
the concentrations of sample DNA.

Here, we report the development and evaluation of a
fluorescence-based quantitative PCR (qPCR) or real-time PCR
triplex assay designed to detect and measure trace amounts of
nucleic acids from homogenous or mixtures of human, dog and/or
cat DNA samples. Designed to be conceptually straightforward and
practical, our triplex assay uses species-specific TaqMan1 MGB
hydrolysis probes to target the STR region of the human tyrosine
hydroxylase (TH01), a locus that is widely used for human forensic
identification [4] and the canine and feline Melanocortin 1
Receptor (MC1R), a nuclear gene that encodes for a seven-pass
transmembrane G protein-coupled receptor protein involved in
hair and fur coloring in all mammals. This MC1R gene sequence is
conserved in dogs and cats as well as their closely related species
[5] but has sufficient inter-specific variability that can be used for
species identification of dog and cat DNA with high levels of
taxonomic confidence. Since all three are nuclear markers and have
unique subchromosomal locations, they make ideal and relevant
target sites to estimate the amount of human, canine and feline
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nuclear templates for DNA profiling. The combination of kinetic
real-time PCR technology and fluorescent probes provides a
greater functionally effective quantitative range and does not
require extensive attention or expertise on the part of the analysts
especially for post-PCR processing, data collection and analysis.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. DNA standards and samples

Human hair samples and buccal swabs were collected from
various volunteers using university approved procedures (IRB
Protocol Number 200816356.1). Dog and cat hair, fecal, urine and
buccal samples were obtained from household pets with their
owners’ permission. Human and non-human DNA were purified
using the vendor’s protocol (QIAGEN, Inc., Valencia, CA). Pre-
quantified high molecular weight human, dog and cat DNA extracts
(GH 130F, GD 150F, and GC 180F) purchased from Zyagen (San
Diego, CA) were used as qPCR control samples and quantification
standards for all experiments. DNA from human blood and feces
were purchased from Zyagen (San Diego, CA). For the population
study, in addition to a set of mixed breed dog DNA samples (N = 24)
from Kanthaswamy et al. [6], samples of mixed breed cat DNA
(N = 24) obtained ex gratia from the National Cancer Institute (NCI),
Questgen Forensics (Davis, CA) and the UC Davis Veterinary
Hospital (Animal Blood Bank) were also included.

2.2. Primer and probe design

Primers were designed based on canine and feline MC1R

sequences using the Primer ExpressTM v3.0 software (Applied
Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). These primer sequences were then
submitted to the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool (BLAST [7]) to search against the NCBI nucleotide
database. The search results were screened to avoid primer pairs
that were not specific to the dog and cat input template. Because
many segments within the canine and feline MC1R genes exhibited
complete sequence homology only primer annealing sites in these
orthologs that exhibited identical sequences were targeted for
primer design. This facilitated the development of a common dog–
cat forward primer and a common dog–cat reverse primer (Table
1) that not only met our criterion for input template-specificity but
also enabled the simultaneous amplification of both dog and cat
MC1R fragments without any off-target effects. The common
primers bind to a segment of the canine MC1R gene (GenBank
accession number: AF064455.2) from nucleotide position (np)
549–757, and the feline MC1R ortholog (GenBank accession
number: AY237395.1) between nps 212 and 420. While the
human THO1 PCR generated a 180 bp long human amplicon as
reported in Swango et al. [8], both the dog and cat reactions
generated a 209 bp PCR product, respectively.

To further ensure their species-specificity and to identify and
prevent inadvertent cross-taxa homologies between the dog–cat
primer pair and regions of the non-target genomes, the canine-feline
Table 1
The human-dog-cat triplex assay probe and primer sequences.

Name Sequence

Human-specific forward primer AGGGTATCTGGGCTCTGG

Human-specific reverse primer GGCTGAAAAGCTCCCGATTAT

Common dog-cat forward primer CGCCCATGTATTACTTCATCTGTTGCC

Common dog-cat reverse primer CACGGCGATGGCGCCCAGGAA

Human-specific probe ATTCCCATTGGCCTGTTCCTCCCTT

Dog-specific probe GCCTTGGCTGCGCAGGCTGCTGTGGTGCAG

Cat-specific probe GCCCTGGCCGGCCGGGCCGCCGTGGTGCAG
MC1R primer sequences were aligned with commonly occurring
non-canid and -felid mammalian MC1R orthologs from GenBank
including sequences from several cattle, goats, horses, humans,
mice, pigs, rats and sheep using Sequencher v4.9 (GeneCodes Corp.,
Ann Arbor, MI). This primer pair was aligned against other dog
(accession numbers: GU220378.1 and GU220379.1) and cat
(accession numbers: AB100089.1, FM180571.3 and FM877776.1)
genomic sequences downloaded from the GenBank database as well
as laboratory-generated sequences from four different mixed-breed
dogs and five different mixed-breed cats to ensure that they
annealed to regions that were conserved among the different breeds
within each species, but not to non-target sites (paralogous sites)
within the same species. The laboratory-generated dog (Accession
numbers JF501537–40) and cat (JF501541–45) MC1R sequences are
available in the GenBank database.

Evaluation of the dog–cat forward and reverse primers (Table 1)
for sensitivity and efficiency were based on PCR amplifications of
10–20 ng of genomic DNA in a 12.5 mL reaction volume. Each
reaction contained a 10.5 mL of PCR cocktail comprising 8.14 mL
distilled deionized water, 0.25 mM dNTPs, 1.25 mL 10� PCR buffer,
0.3 mL of 50 mM of MgCl2, 0.25 mL of 10 mM forward and reverse
primers and 0.06 mL of Taq 5 U/mL polymerase. Thermocycling was
conducted using the Eppendorf Mastercycler epgradient instru-
ment (Eppendorf North America, Hauppage, NY) under the
following conditions: 3 min at 95 8C, 20 s at 95 8C, 45 cycles at
56 8C for 10 s and 72 8C for 42 s and final hold at 4 8C. Presence and
purity of the dog and cat MC1R PCR products were confirmed using
6% polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), with
the aid of size standards, to confirm the presence of amplified
products of specific length. The dog and cat MC1R fragments were
then sequenced using the ABI 3130 Genetic Analyzer (Applied
Biosystems) following the manufacturer’s protocol and were
aligned against each other using Sequencher to identify taxon-
specific single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).

The dog and cat MC1R ABI TaqMan1 MGB probes that targeted
these SNP sites were also designed using the Primer ExpressTM

software. As with the MC1R primer pair, the dog and cat MC1R

probe sequences were also evaluated for species-specificity and
non-specific binding to avoid spurious reactivity. Unlike the MC1R
primer pair, the canine and feline MC1R probes were specific to
dogs and cats, respectively. The dog and cat MC1R and human THO1

probes were first tested in qPCR singleplexes to check for
specificity and efficiency using default ABI 7300 Real Time PCR
system Absolute Quantification conditions. The human THO1

hydrolysis probe is NED-labeled for detection while the dog and cat
MC1R probes utilize FAM and VIC-fluorophores, respectively. A
ROX-labeled passive reference dye (present in the master mix) was
employed to correct for well-to-well variations across a plate
background fluorescence subtraction.

2.3. qPCR triplex assay design

The triplex qPCR assay (i.e., incorporating the human THO1 and
canine and feline MC1R primers and probes sets) was assembled
and optimized following the recommendations in the Real-Time
PCR handbook by Invitrogen [9]. The instrument’s cycling
configuration for the triplex assay was an initial hold of 95 8C
for 10 min, 45 cycles at 95 8C for 15 s, 56 8C for 30 s and 70 8C for
27 s. The Ct value for each singleplex reaction of the triplex assay
was optimized to an approximate range of 40 cycles. The total per
reaction (single well) volume of each triplex assay PCR cocktail
solution was 32 mL with 1.06 mL human forward and reverse
primers, 2.11 mL each dog–cat forward and reverse primers,
0.59 mL of human probe, 0.99 mL dog probe, 0.66 mL cat probe,
6 mL mixture DNA, and 18.4 mL ABI TaqMan1 Universal Master
Mix-II without Uracil-N-Glycocylase (UNG). An Applied Biosys-

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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tems 7300 Real-Time PCR instrument and ABI Prism software v1.4
were used for designing and optimizing the triplex assay, and for
collecting real-time PCR data.

2.4. Development validation studies

Development validation studies on the triplex assay were
performed to define its limitations in detecting and quantifying
target specific DNA, and in yielding reliable, reproducible and
robust results. All studies performed were using the optimized
triplex conditions described above. A DNA mixture containing
equal amounts of human, dog and cat DNA was used. For the
quantification study the initial concentration of DNA from each
species was normalized to 40 ng/mL. For subsequent studies, the
per reaction concentration of 6 ng of DNA from each species,
referred to hereafter as the standard DNA concentration (Co), were
used. All studies were run in triplicate.

2.4.1. Population study

Quantification of DNA samples from 24 mixed breed dogs, 24
non-pedigree cats and 10 samples from anonymous human donors
were performed to normalize DNA concentration across samples.
Post-normalization, equivalent Ct values across samples indicated
that probe and primer annealing sites did not contain mutations.
The presence of individual-specific mutations could potentially
interfere with the efficiency of PCR and thus, the ability of the
triplex assay to accurately quantify DNA.

2.4.2. Analytical sensitivity

Analytical sensitivity refers to the minimum amount of DNA in
a sample than can be quantified accurately with the assay [10].
Singleplex and triplex qPCR assays were run with samples serially
diluted from 1:1 to 1:1000 to obtain standard curves. Standard
curves were generated for both singleplex and triplex runs by
plotting cycle threshold (Ct) values for each species against the log
of the initial concentration (log Co) of the samples. Standard curves
produced a good fit to the linear regression having an R2 value of
0.95, 0.95 and 0.97 for the triplex assay and 0.99, 0.97 and 1.00 for
the singleplexes for human, dog and cat samples, respectively.
Separate serial dilutions were also conducted with the addition of
1 mL TaqMan1 master mix into each well to determine the effect of
increased Taqman1 master mix to the triplex assay.

2.4.3. Standard biological specimens and reproducibility

The triplex assay was evaluated with sample DNA purified from
different human, canine and feline tissues and body fluids/stains
including blood, bone, feces, hair, saliva and urine derived from the
same individual human, dog and cat to determine if the triplex
assay is capable of detecting DNA from different types of biological
sources routinely recovered in crime scenes. Canine and feline-
blood, hair, saliva, urine and feces were obtained from four
different dogs and cats. Human fecal DNA and canine bone DNA
(single sample) was obtained from Zyagen (San Diego, US). All
these studies were conducted including one mixed sample of
human, dog and cat DNA at standard concentration.

2.4.4. Analytical specificity and mixed-species studies

An important step in the triplex assay’s validation is to
determine if it is target specific (i.e., exclusively detects DNA of
human, canid and felid origins) and if non-target DNA would
interfere with its efficiency in target DNA detection. Cross-species
amplification can limit the functional detection range of the
quantitative analyses. To evaluate the triplex assay’s ability to
exclusively detect appropriate target sequences rather than other
non-specific targets (and without any interference from the latter
that might be also present in the crime scene sample) we simulated
the effect of mixtures with non-specific source by combining the
standard human, dog and cat DNA with 2 ng of template DNA from
each of the following commonly encountered animals: pig,
chicken, duck, goose, turkey, goat, cow, sheep, horse, hamster,
mouse, fish, rabbit, and rat in 1:1 (6 ng/mL each) and in 100:1 (6 ng/
mL non-target species: 0.6 ng/mL target species) DNA dilutions.

2.4.5. Inhibition study

Inhibition studies were conducted with humic acid (Sigma
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Wilson [11] demonstrated that 1 mL of
humic acid-like extract could successfully inhibit a 100 mL PCR
reaction. A 1 mg/mL humic acid solution was prepared with
10 mM NaOH and serially diluted from 1 to 10-fold. DNA of
standard concentration was mixed with 1 mL of each fold dilution
of humic acid solution and subjected to qPCR conditions.

2.4.6. Degradation study

The degradation study was performed with enzyme DNase
(1 U/mL). The experimental set up with DNase was identical to
Swango et al.’s [8] degradation study. Separate studies were also
conducted with the addition of varying amounts of EDTA in each
well of the triplex study to determine the effect of EDTA on Ct
values.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Population study

Evans et al. [5] redesigned their original K9MC1R-F primer
because one dog in their sample set of 182 exhibited a mutation
within the primer annealing site that affected the Ct estimates.
Based on our evaluation with multiple samples of humans, dogs
and cats, the triplex assay produced optimal Ct values with equal
efficiency for each individual within each species (Fig. 1).
Therefore, it is conceivable that none of the target species
exhibited any intraspecific variation within the primer and probe
annealing sites that can affect the binding affinities of the primers
and probes, and the sensitivity of this assay.

3.2. Analytical sensitivity

The triplex assay was run with serial dilutions of human, dog
and cat DNA in order to determine the lowest detection limit for
DNA concentrations. It was found that the triplex assay can detect
to as low as 0.4 pg of DNA in humans and cats, and 4.0 pg in dogs
which is slightly lower than nuclear DNA amounts in diploid cells
(6 pg). The minimum detection limits of our triplex assay also
slightly exceeded the minimum limits of the dog (5.0 pg) and
human (5.0 pg) quantification assays that were developed by
Evans et al. [5] and by Swango et al. [8], respectively.

3.3. Standard biological specimens and reproducibility

The triplex assay was able to detect DNA extracted from blood,
bone, feces, hair (both pulled and shed hair), saliva and urine,
blood, and saliva from all three target species. DNA derived from
different source materials from different individuals of the same
species unequivocally matched in terms of species identity; no
individual variation within each species sample sets was observed.
While exhibiting both sensitivity and specificity to lower
concentrations of target DNA, greater consistency in probe-target
binding affinity for measuring template concentrations was
observed in tests that involved more concentrated templates.
Fig. 2 shows the results obtained from the dog bone sample
included in this study.



Fig. 1. Amplification curves showing species-specificity.
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3.4. Analytical specificity and mixed-species samples

The triplex assay unambiguously detected the known values of
each target species’ DNA quantities in the mixed-species sample
studies that contained DNA from chicken, cow, duck, goat, goose,
horse, sheep, pig, mouse, rat, fish, hamster and turkey. None of
these tests showed any amplification with non-target species nor
were there any background cross-species reactivity when mixed-
species templates were tested. This clearly demonstrates that the
triplex assay is highly species-specific and does not reflect any
interference nor exhibit cross-species amplifications with DNA
from other commonly occurring species.

3.5. Inhibition study

Inhibition of the triplex assay with humic acid did not entirely
prevent amplification of target DNA. The assay as a whole failed to
detect DNA when the concentrations of humic acid were high. The
dog and cat specific components of the assay performed less
successfully when the ratio of humic acid dilutions was higher than
1:100. Human probes produced Ct values at 1:10 to 1:1000 humic
acid dilutions and dog and cat probes produced Ct values starting
from 1:100 humic acid dilution. The ability of this triplex assay to
detect target DNA even in the presence of a natural inhibitor like
humic acid is indicative of its robustness. Fig. 3 shows the triplex
assay (with dilutions) in the presence of humic acid.

3.6. Degradation study

QPCR amplification was not observed across the set of DNAse-
treated samples. However, the addition of 1 mL of EDTA in each
well significantly reduced the Ct values thus enhancing the real-
time amplification in each run and the results of the DNA detection
and quantification analysis. Fig. 4 illustrates the result of this
experiment with and without the addition of EDTA.

We have designed and tested a sensitive and reliable TaqMan1

qPCR triplex assay for species-specific (human, dog and cat)
identification and quantification of DNA from forensic evidence
including degraded remains and mixed-species samples. The
design of this qPCR protocol is appealing because it is simple to use
and does not require specialized expertise. Unlike SYBR Green-
based assays [12], dissociation curves are not required to
distinguish target fragments in the TaqMan1 protocol, therefore
our method requires a short run time. The triplex assay’s probes
and primers target single-copy sites in the nuclear genome that are
specific to humans, dogs and cats including the human TH01 locus
and the dog and cat MC1R loci. Our detection and DNA
quantification technique which relies on single copy targets is
more relevant to DNA profiling than assays that interrogate loci
that occur in multiple copies throughout the genome [12].
Moreover, because it targets nucleated cells for species determi-
nation and quantification analysis it provides a crucial advantage
over assays that employ mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) [13] that
confer accurate species confirmation but without a nuclear DNA
quantification feature.

An Internal Positive Control (IPC), which can be used to
determine if the PCR and the detection instrument are working
correctly [8,14–16], was not included in this assay. This is because
the 7300 Real-Time PCR system is optimized for use with a four-
dye set that includes a calibrated reference dye and three reporter
dyes. ROX (the reference dye) and NED, FAM and VIC which label
the human, dog and cat probes, respectively in our triplex assay
occupy all four color detection filters of our 7300 Real-Time PCR
instrument. The disadvantages of using the IPC include the
requirement of an additional filter and the increased difficulty
in multiplex PCR optimization with additional oligonucleotides.



Fig. 2. Amplification curve showing amplification of dog bone DNA.

Fig. 3. Amplification curves for inhibition study with humic acid.
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Fig. 4. Amplification curves showing lower Ct values in the presence of EDTA.
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Our qPCR triplex assay is highly specific and sensitive to
detecting minute concentrations of DNA. The lowest DNA
detection limit of this triplex assay is 0.4 pg in humans and cats
and 4.0 pg in dogs. This remarkably low amount of input template
that can be detected by the triplex assay portends its role in the
analysis of forensic evidence. Apart from its high sensitivity,
mixture studies do not show non-specific amplification of DNA
from animals other than the target species, i.e., either human, dog
and/or cat. The presence of a strong inhibitor like humic acid in
samples often tend to hinder PCR reactions, and the fact that this
potent inhibitor did not prevent the triplex assay from detecting
and measuring sample DNA further confers an added benefit to the
assay.
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